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Trademark rights are an integral part of intellectual property rights, playing an 
increasingly important role in the modern economic sector. In the context of rapidly 
rising crimes of trademark rights infringement in China and worldwide, strengthening 
the protection of trademark rights, especially providing protection by enforcing the 
criminal law, has increasingly become a necessary measure to safeguard the safety of 
trademark rights as intangible assets.  
This paper, on one hand, examines the current situation with regard to the 
protection of trademark rights through the enforcement of the criminal law in China, 
and on the other hand, draws upon the success experience of foreign countries 
(regions) in protecting trademark rights, and then proceeds to reflect upon and review 
the flaws in the protection of trademark right through the criminal law in China in the 
knowledge economy era, and finally proposes related suggestions in the hope of 
contributing to the improvement of China’s trademark rights and intellectual property 
rights through the criminal law. This paper consists of four chapters.  
Chapter I gives a description of the legal means of legislative, judicial and 
administrative protection of trademark rights, pointing out that the issue of criminal 
protection of trademark rights as discussed herein involves both protection by 
criminal legislation and protection by criminal justice; afterwards, this chapter 
reviews the legislative trajectory of the protection of trademark rights in China 
through criminal legislation, gives a detailed analysis of the current situation of 
protection through criminal legislation, analyzes the present state of China’s 
protection of trademark rights through criminal justice, and pinpoints existing 
problems.  
Chapter II conducts an investigation and comparative analysis of the current 
status of legislation for trademark rights in major foreign countries and China’s 
Taiwan region for reference.  
Chapter III conducts an analysis of the basic value orientations and basic 
criminal policies of providing criminal protection for trademark rights, and draws the 
conclusion that the criminal protection of trademark rights should start with a system 
design from the basic standpoints of protecting trademark right holders, and that, on 















protection in form with weak protection in substance should be adopted, and judicially, 
criminal policies with strong protection in substance should be adopted. 
Chapter IV pinpoints existing problems with China’s criminal protection of 
trademark rights from the perspectives of criminal legislation and criminal justice, and 
provides certain suggestions for reconstructing China’s criminal protection system for 
trademark rights in the hope of contributing to the improvement of the criminal 
protection of China’s trademark rights.  
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第一章  我国商标权刑事法律保护体系概述 
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快，涉案金额大。1998 年至 2003 年，全国公安机关共立侵犯商标专用权案件近
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第二节  我国商标权刑事立法保护现状 
一、商标权刑法 
商标权刑法是指各国为了保障有关商标权制度的贯彻执行，保护商标权利人
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